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SUMMARY
In Drosophila, the glial cells missing (gcm) gene encodes a
transcription factor that controls the determination of glial
versus neuronal fate. In gcm mutants, presumptive glial
cells are transformed into neurons and, conversely, when
gcm is ectopically misexpressed, presumptive neurons
become glia. Although gcm is thought to initiate glial cell
development through its action on downstream genes that
execute the glial differentiation program, little is known
about the identity of these genes. To identify gcm
downstream genes in a comprehensive manner, we used
genome-wide oligonucleotide arrays to analyze differential
gene expression in wild-type embryos versus embryos in
which gcm is misexpressed throughout the neuroectoderm.
Transcripts were analyzed at two defined temporal
windows during embryogenesis. During the first period of
initial gcm action on determination of glial cell precursors,
over 400 genes were differentially regulated. Among these
are numerous genes that encode other transcription
factors, which underscores the master regulatory role of
gcm in gliogenesis. During a second later period, when glial
cells had already differentiated, over 1200 genes were
differentially regulated. Most of these genes, including
many genes for chromatin remodeling factors and cell cycle

INTRODUCTION
During CNS development, two major cell types are generated,
namely neurons and glial cells. These can be generated either
by common precursors (neuroglioblasts) or by precursors that
are specialized to produce either neurons (neuroblasts) or glial
cells (glioblasts) (Akiyama-Oda et al., 1999; Bernardoni et al.,
1999; Gage, 2000; Malatesta et al., 2000; Qian et al., 2000).
Neuroglial development has been studied in detail in
Drosophila, where each embryonic neuromere consists of
approximately 60 glial cells and 700 neurons (Klämbt and
Goodman, 1991; Ito et al., 1995; Schmidt et al., 1997; Jones,
2001). In Drosophila, neuroblasts divide asymmetrically to
produce ganglion mother cells, which divide once to produce
two neurons (Doe and Skeath, 1996), whereas glioblasts

regulators, were not differentially expressed at the early
stage, indicating that the genetic control of glial fate
determination is largely different from that involved in
maintenance of differentiated cells. At both stages, glialspecific genes were upregulated and neuron-specific genes
were downregulated, supporting a model whereby gcm
promotes glial development by activating glial genes, while
simultaneously repressing neuronal genes. In addition, at
both stages, numerous genes that were not previously
known to be involved in glial development were
differentially regulated and, thus, identified as potential
new downstream targets of gcm. For a subset of the
differentially regulated genes, tissue-specific in vivo
expression data were obtained that confirmed the
transcript profiling results. This first genome-wide analysis
of gene expression events downstream of a key
developmental transcription factor presents a novel level of
insight into the repertoire of genes that initiate and
maintain cell fate choices in CNS development.
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produce only glial cells. Glial and neuronal cell lineages in
Drosophila also derive from neuroglioblasts, which divide
asymmetrically to produce a neuroblast and a glioblast.
In Drosophila, the glial cells missing (gcm) gene encodes a
transcription factor that controls the determination of glial
versus neuronal fate in neuroectodermally derived cells
(Hosoya et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995; Vincent et al., 1996;
Wegner and Riethmacher, 2001). In gcm mutants, cells that
normally develop into glia enter a neuronal differentiation
pathway leading to a loss of glia and a gain of neurons. By
contrast, targeted gcm misexpression in neural progenitors
leads to an increase of glial cells at the expense of neurons.
Neither a specific embryonic stage nor a neural ‘ground state’
appears necessary for gcm action as misexpression of gcm in
epidermis or mesoderm suppresses normal cell fate and causes
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cells to adopt a glial fate (Akiyama-Oda et al., 1998;
Bernardoni et al., 1998). Mesectodermal midline glial cells do
not require gcm function (Granderath and Klämbt, 1999).
The molecular mechanisms of gcm action in glial
development are poorly understood. Clearly, gcm transcription
factor action depends on its target genes; however, relatively
few genes, such as the reversed polarity (repo) gene, are known
to act downstream of gcm (Akiyama et al., 1996). To identify
gcm downstream genes in a comprehensive manner, we carried
out a novel functional genomic approach using genome-wide
oligonucleotide arrays. These arrays are used to analyze the
transcripts in wild-type embryos versus embryos in which
gcm is misexpressed throughout the CNS. Tissue-specific
misexpression was achieved by using a scabrous-GAL4 (scaGAL4) line (Klaes et al., 1994) to drive gcm expression
throughout the embryonic neuroectoderm. Transcripts were
analyzed at two defined temporal windows during
embryogenesis. First, during a period of initial gcm action on
determination of glial cell precursors; and second during a later
period when glial cells have already differentiated. In both
cases, we found significant changes in transcript abundance for
hundreds of identified genes following gcm misexpression.
Remarkably, over half of these genes have not yet been studied
in any in vivo context in Drosophila. All of these identified
genes are potential direct or indirect downstream targets of gcm
and may, thus, be involved in regulating glial cell fate.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Flies
The wild-type was Oregon-R. For targeted misexpression of gcm,
virgin females from scabrous-GAL4 (Klaes et al., 1994) were crossed
to yw; UAS-gcm; UAS-gcm males (Jones et al., 1995). For gcm lossof-function studies the null allele gcm∆P1 (Jones et al., 1995) was
used balanced over CyO-wglacZ. Homozygous mutants were
identified by absence of either anti-RK2/REPO or anti-β-gal staining.
Stocks were kept on standard medium at 25°C. After a 1 hour precollection, wild-type and sca-gcm embryos were collected in parallel
for 1 hour and staged to 6-7 hours AEL (stage 11) or to 13-14 hours
AEL (late stage 15/early stage 16). Stages are according to CamposOrtega and Hartenstein (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1997).
Arrays and hybridization
A
custom-designed
Drosophila
oligonucleotide
array
(roDROMEGAa, Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) was used (MontaltaHe et al., 2002). It contains 14,090 sequences representing 13,369
single transcripts encoding Drosophila proteins deposited in SWISSPROT/TrEMBL databases (Celera Genome/BDGP Release no. 1)
(Adams et al., 2000), as well as prokaryotic and custom chosen
control sequences. Each sequence is represented on the array by a set
of 14 oligonucleotide probes of matching sequence and 14 probes
with a single nucleotide mismatch. The average difference (Avg Diff)
between the perfect match hybridization signal and the mismatch
signal is proportional to the abundance of a given transcript (Lipshutz
et al., 1999). RNA was isolated; cDNA was synthesized; and cRNA
was labeled and hybridized to the array as described previously
(Leemans et al., 2001). Four replicates were performed for each
experimental condition.
Data analysis
Data acquisition and processing was as described elsewhere (Leemans
et al., 2001). For quantification of relative transcript abundance, the
average difference value (Avg Diff) was used. All arrays were

normalized against the mean of the total sums of Avg Diff values
across all 16 arrays. For differential transcript imaging, only
transcripts that had significant changes in Avg Diff (P≤0.01; unpaired
t-test) in the 1.5-fold and above range were considered, and then only
if the mean Avg Diff for the transcript ≥50 in at least one condition.
In situ hybridization and immunocytochemistry
In situ hybridization was carried out according to Tautz and Pfeifle
(Tautz and Pfeifle, 1989). Embryos were mounted in Canada balsam
(Serva) and photographed with a Prog/Res/3008 digital camera
(Kontron, Zürich) on a Zeiss Axioskop microscope with differential
interference contrast optics. Immunocytochemical experiments were
carried out as described previously (Therianos et al., 1995; Leemans
et al., 2001). The primary antibodies were rat anti-RK2/REPO 1:1000
(Campbell et al., 1994), mouse anti-TEN-M 1:250 (Baumgartner et
al., 1994), rabbit anti-EY 1:500 (Kammermeier et al., 2001), mouse
anti-WRAPPER 1:5 (Noordermeer et al., 1998) and goat anti-HRP
(FITC-conjugated) 1:20 (Jackson Immunoresearch). For fluorescent
labeling, secondary antibodies were Alexa568 and Alexa488
conjugated, all 1:150 (Molecular Probes). For laser confocal
microscopy, a Leica TCS SP was used.

RESULTS
Targeted misexpression of gcm in the embryonic
neuroectoderm results in a switch from neuronal to
glial fate
For targeted misexpression of gcm in the neuroectoderm of
Drosophila embryos, a sca–GAL4 enhancer trap line (Klaes et
al., 1994) was crossed with an UAS-gcm responder line (scagcm) (Jones et al., 1995). This resulted in ectopic gcm
expression in the embryonic CNS, starting from embryonic
stage 9 and diminishing, similar to endogenous gcm
expression, at embryonic stage 15. Although misexpression of
gcm starts at stage 9 in sca-gcm embryos, ectopic expression
of the repo gene, a known direct target of gcm, was not seen
before stage 11, similar to endogenous repo expression.
In order to identify genes that are either direct gcm target
genes or among the initial set of downstream genes of gcm, we
carried out a first genome-wide analysis of differential gene
expression at embryonic stage 11 when the first glial marker,
the direct gcm target gene repo, is expressed. In the wild type
during stages 10-11, two small groups of neuroectodermal cells
per hemisegment transiently express gcm, and a single gcmexpressing glial precursor delaminates from each of these
groups and expresses the repo gene (Fig. 1A,C) (Hosoya et al.,
1995; Jones et al., 1995). By contrast, in sca-gcm embryos
during stages 10-11, all of the cells in the neuroectoderm
express gcm (Fig. 1B) and, as a consequence, most of the
neural precursor cells become REPO positive (Fig. 1D). With
the exception of altered gene expression in cells of the
neuroectoderm, neither gene expression changes outside of the
neural lineage nor any obvious morphological changes are seen
in these stage 11 sca-gcm embryos.
In order to identify also additional indirect downstream
genes of gcm that act further along in the genetic cascade
of gcm action, we carried out a second genome-wide
transcriptional analysis at embryonic stage 15/16 when glial
cells are differentiated. In the wild type at stage 15/16, ~700
neurons and 60 glial cells per neuromere have differentiated,
and the glial cells (with the exception of midline glia) are
REPO positive (Fig. 1E) (Ito et al., 1995). By contrast, in stage
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Fig. 1. Targeted misexpression of gcm results in gain of glial cells at
the expense of neuronal cells. (A,B) In situ hybridization of stage 10
embryos shows gcm expression in wild-type (A) and in sca-gcm
embryos (B); lateral views, anterior towards the left. In the wild type,
small clusters of cells in the neuroectoderm express gcm; in sca-gcm
embryos, all cells of the neuroectoderm express gcm.
(C,D) Immunostaining with anti-REPO in wild-type (C) and in scagcm (D) embryos; laser confocal microscopy of stage 11, ventral
views of the VNC, anterior is towards the left. In the wild-type, single
gcm-expressing glial precursors in each hemisegment express the
repo gene. In sca-gcm embryos, virtually all of the neuronal and glial
precursor cells are REPO positive. (E,F) Double immunostaining
with anti-REPO (green) and anti-HRP (red) in wild-type (E) and in
sca-gcm (F) embryos; laser confocal microscopy of stage 15/16
embryos. In the wild type, neurons and glial cells are differentiated
and correctly positioned, and all lateral glial cells express repo. In
sca-gcm embryos, 80%-90% of the cells in the CNS express repo.

15/16 sca-gcm embryos, 80%-90% of the cells in the CNS
express REPO protein (Fig. 1F) and have a glial morphology
(Hosoya et al., 1995). Correspondingly, the number of cells
expressing the neuronal marker embryonic lethal abnormal
vision (elav) in these sca-gcm embryos is reduced by ~90%
(data not shown) (Hosoya et al., 1995), and a striking reduction
of the CNS axon scaffold is observed. In addition to the
pronounced changes in the number of glial versus neuronal
cells, stage 15/16 sca-gcm embryos also show defects in
ventral nerve cord condensation and in peripheral innervation.
No other gross morphological changes were seen in these stage
15/16 sca-gcm embryos.
Overview of differential gene expression following
gcm misexpression
Analysis of differential gene expression in stage 11 and stage
15/16 sca-gcm versus wild-type embryos was carried out
with oligonucleotide arrays representing 13,369 annotated
Drosophila genes. This corresponds to virtually all of the
currently annotated genes of the Drosophila genome sequence
(Adams et al., 2000). For each embryonic stage, 2×4 replicate
oligonucleotide arrays were used to detect transcript levels in
sca-gcm embryos when compared with wild-type controls.
Only transcripts that show an expression level fold change (FC)
≥1.5 or ≤–1.5 at significance values of P≤0.01 (t-test) were
considered to be differentially expressed (see Materials
and Methods). A complete list of all of these genes, as
well as their quantitative fold change values is given at
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/.
At stage 11, we detected 417 transcripts with differential
expression values in sca-gcm embryos when compared with
wild type. This corresponds to ~3% of the transcripts on the
array. Approximately the same number of transcripts have
increased (n=219) and decreased (n=198) abundance levels,
indicating that gcm causes both activation and repression of
downstream gene transcription. At stage 15/16, we detected
1259 genes with differential expression values in sca-gcm
embryos compared to wild type. This corresponds to ~9% of
the transcripts on the array. Thus, markedly more transcripts
are differentially expressed at stage 15/16 than at stage 11.
Again, approximately the same number of transcripts are
upregulated (n=609) and downregulated (n=650).

For an overview, all differentially expressed genes of known
or predicted molecular function were grouped into functional
classes. At stage 11, 199 transcripts of known function
belonging to 13 functional classes are differentially expressed
in sca-gcm embryos (Table 1). The two functional classes with
the largest number of differentially regulated transcripts are
enzymes (78) and nucleic acid-binding proteins (44),
including 26 transcription factors. At stage 15/16, 614
transcripts of known function belonging to 15 functional
classes are differentially expressed in sca-gcm embryos (Table
1). The two functional classes with the largest number of
differentially regulated transcripts are again enzymes (249)
and nucleic acid-binding proteins (96), including 38
transcription factors. Strikingly, however, at both stages, the
majority of the differentially expressed transcripts are of
Table 1. Differential gene expression in functional classes
following gcm misexpression
Number of transcripts
Molecular function
Nucleic acid binding
DNA binding
Transcription factor
RNA binding
Translation factor
Ribonucleoprotein
Cell cycle regulator
Chaperone
Motor protein
Defense/immunity protein
Enzyme
Kinase/phosphatase
Enzyme activator
Enzyme inhibitor
Apoptosis regulator
Signal transducer
Cell adhesion
Structural protein
Transporter
Ligand binding or carrier
Antioxidant
Tumor suppressor
Function unknown
Total

Stage 11

Stage 15/16

44
33
26
6
5
0
0
7
4
4
78
13
0
3
0
12
4
3
25
13
1
1
218
417

96
64
38
27
4
1
10
13
7
3
249
59
3
7
2
50
19
39
51
63
2
0
645
1259
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Transcription factor
stage 11
gcm
repo
mor
zfh2
ush
HLHm3
CG3459
grh
dei
CG11710
fu2
CG4976
en
vvl
Tbp
HLH54F
CG6443
mod(mdg4)
grau
NC2alpha
Arc70
CG4575
slpl
scrt
Gsc
fd96Cb

transcription factor
transcription factor
non-specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
ligand-dependent nuclear receptor
transcription factor
transcription factor
transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
ligand-dependent nuclear receptor interactor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription co-factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
general transcriptional repressor
transcription factor
transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor

8.6
4.8
4.3
3.4
2.8
2.5
2.3
1.9
1.7
1.6
1.5
-1.5
-1.5
-1.5
-1.6
-1.7
-1.8
-1.8
-1.8
-1.9
-1.9
-2.0
-2.5
-2.7
-3.2
-4.6

stage 15/16
gcm
apt
ash2
dalao
CG3891
CG6751
TfIIFbeta
l(2)35Ea
Taf55
CG11375
TfIIB
Usf
cact
Bap60
Snrl
Taf60
Taf80
HLH106
maf-S
HLHmbeta
ttkp69
Taf150
Pdp1
srp
grau
pnt(P1+P2)
dei
Mef2
CG9207
Ubx
mirr
E2f2
bi
lola
ey
Oli
HLHm7
E(spl)

<100

18.2
7.3
5.7
3.1
3.0
2.6
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
-1.5
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-1.7
-1.8
-1.8
-1.9
-1.9
-1.9
-2.1
-2.1
-2.3
-2.3
-2.4
-2.5
-2.6
-3.4
-5.2

100-1000

transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
non-specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
transcription factor, cytoplasmic sequestering
non-specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
transcription factor
transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
non-specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
general RNA polymerase II transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
RNA polymerase II transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor
specific RNA polymerase II transcription factor

>1000

Fig. 2. Changes in transcript levels of the genes encoding transcription factors after gcm misexpression. Bars represent the fold changes in gene
expression levels between wild-type embryos and sca-gcm embryos. Positive values indicate that the relative expression level of a gene is
increased (upregulation) and negative values indicate a decrease (downregulation). Normalized average difference values are given for the wildtype condition as follows: yellow bars represent <100; orange bars represent 100-1000; red bars represent >1000.
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Kinase/phosphatase
stage 11
htl
Dgkepsilon
CG1271
Pka-R1
CG13122
Argk
EG:52C10.2
CG8485
KP78b
sgg
sktl
Egfr
-13.7
CG3101

5.1
4.5
3.4
3.2
2.6
2.5
2.0
1.8

protein tyrosine kinase
diacylglycerol kinase
glycerol kinase
protein kinase
1D-myo-inositol-trisphosphate 3-kinase
arginine kinase
1-phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase
protein kinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
1-phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase
protein tyrosine kinase
protein phosphatase

7.2
7.1
7.0
5.6
4.7
4.1
3.9
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5

protein serine/threonine kinase
protein kinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
receptor signaling protein serine/threonine kinase
dolichol kinase
adenosinetriphosphatase
protein kinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
glycerol kinase
protein tyrosine phosphatase
protein serine/threonine kinase
protein phosphatase
protein serine/threonine phosphatase
ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
cyclin-dependent protein kinase
receptor signaling protein serine/threonine kinase
pyruvate dehydrogenase (lipoamide) kinase
protein tyrosine phosphatase
protein serine/threonine kinase
protein tyrosine kinase
protein tyrosine kinase
acid phosphatase
protein serine/threonine kinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
protein phosphatase
phosphatidate phosphatase
glycerol kinase
protein tyrosine kinase
mevalonate kinase
protein serine/threonine phosphatase
protein kinase
phosphoserine phosphatase
adenylsulfate kinase
protein serine/threonine phosphatase
trehalose phosphatase
glycerol kinase
protein phosphatase
1-phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase
protein kinase
alkaline phosphatase
nucleoside-diphosphate kinase
protein kinase
protein serine/threonine kinase
protein kinase
protein kinase
cyclin-dependent protein kinase
calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase
protein tyrosine kinase
protein kinase
myo-inositol-1(or 4)-monophosphatase
protein tyrosine kinase
protein phosphatase
protein tyrosine kinase
protein kinase
protein phosphatase
diacylglycerol kinase

-1.5
-1.6
-2.0
-2.5

stage 15/16
polo
tor
fu
mbt
CG10522
CG11228
CG8311
smid
PEK
Nek2
CG1271
CG14226
dco
CG5026
Pp4-19C
CG6767
pll
CG7597
CG14217
Pdk
Ptp61F
Bub1
htl
Src64B
CG1637
MAPk-Ak2
CG8173
Pp2A-29B
wun2
CG1216
HD-14
CG16804
BcDNA:LD34343
bt
aay
Paps
rdgC
CG5171
CG1216
CG3980
CG17471
CkIIbeta
CG1809
nmdyn-D7
ik2
par-1
bsk
BEST:CK01209
Cdk5alpha
Caki
drl
Pkc98E
CG17026
Nrk
CG3101
Ror
Pkc53E
PP2A-B'
CG5875
<100

-1.5
-1.5
-1.5
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-1.7
-1.8
-1.8
-1.9
-1.9
-2.0
-2.0
-2.1
-2.1
-2.4
-2.4
-2.4
-2.5
-2.6
-2.7
-2.7
-3.2
-3.4
-4.2
-4.8
-5.4

100-1000

>1000

Fig. 3. Changes in transcript levels for the genes encoding protein kinases and phosphatases following gcm misexpression. Data are presented
as in Fig. 2.
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(currently) unknown function; 218 (52%) at stage 11 and 645
(51%) at stage 15/16.
Differential expression of genes encoding
transcription factors
The fact that gcm acts as a fate switch and key regulator of
gliogenesis suggests that gcm might control several other
transcription factors that, in turn, would regulate the expression
of their own downstream genes. Transcript profiling of gcm
misexpression indicated that gcm does indeed control the
expression of numerous other transcription factors. These
transcription factor-encoding genes and a quantification of
their changes in expression level are shown in Fig. 2.
In stage 11 embryos, 26 genes encoding transcription
factors are differentially regulated by targeted gcm
misexpression (11 upregulated, 15 downregulated). The gcm
gene has the highest expression level increase (8.6-fold), in
accordance with our experimental procedure. (The gcm gene
also has a high absolute level of expression at this stage; see
color coding in Fig. 2.) The repo gene, a known direct target
of gcm (Akiyama et al., 1996), has the second highest increase
in expression level (4.8-fold). Many of the other upregulated
transcription factor genes such as zinc finger homeobox-2 (zhf2), u-shaped (ush) and the Enhancer of split complex-member
HLHm3 are known to act in different aspects of embryonic
nervous system development (Delidakis and ArtavanisTsakonas, 1992; Lundell and Hirsh, 1992; Cubadda et al.,
1997). Genes of the Enhancer of split complex, for example,
act during neural versus epidermal cell fate decision (Jennings
et al., 1994), and in the mouse, Enhancer of split members
Hes1 and Hes5 have been shown to enhance glial cell fate
(Furukawa et al., 2000; Hojo et al., 2000). Among the
transcription factors with decreased expression levels are
engrailed (en) and ventral veins lacking/drifter (vvl/drf),
which are expressed in a subset of neuronal precursor cells
and are also involved in midline glial cell development, but
not in lateral glial cell development (Condron et al., 1994;
Anderson et al., 1995). Other genes encoding transcription
factors with decreased expression levels are sloppy paired 1
(slp1), goosecoid (gsc) and forkhead domain 96Cb (fd96Cb),
which are expressed in subsets of neural precursor cells
(Hacker et al., 1992; Hahn and Jäckle, 1996; Bhat et al., 2000).
Moreover, the scratch (scrt) transcription factor, a panneuronal gene encoding a zinc-finger protein that promotes
neuronal development and can induce additional neurons
when ectopically expressed (Roark et al., 1995), also shows
decreased expression levels.
In stage 15/16 embryos, 38 genes encoding transcription
factors are differentially regulated by targeted gcm
misexpression (18 upregulated, 20 downregulated). As
expected, gcm has the highest expression level increase (18.2fold). (The absolute level of expression of the gcm gene is now
an order of magnitude lower at this stage than at stage 11; see
color coding in Fig. 2.) In contrast to high REPO protein levels
in stage 15/16 sca-gcm embryos (Fig. 1F), significant
expression of repo transcripts is not detected at this stage.
Several genes encoding transcription factors, which are
expressed in specific neurons, such as eyeless (ey) and
Ultrabithorax (Ubx) (Hirth et al., 1998; Kammermeier et al.,
2001), are downregulated. Moreover, several members of the
Enhancer of split complex such as HLHmbeta, HLHm7, and

E(spl), are downregulated at stage 15/16, in contrast to stage
11; in addition to a role in early neurogenesis, these genes
continue to be expressed in the normal developing nervous
system of the wild type at later embryonic stages (Wech et al.,
1999).
The marked increase in the number of affected transcripts at
stage 15/16 is due in part to the fact that numerous genes
encoding transcription factors belonging to the basal
transcription machinery are differentially regulated at this
stage. Among these are TfIIFbeta, Taf55, TfIIB, Taf60, Taf80
and Taf150 (Frank et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1997; Aoyagi and
Wassarman, 2000). Moreover, among the upregulated genes
encoding transcription factors, several are involved in
chromatin remodeling, such as the brahma complex or
associated genes [dalao (dalao), Brahma associated protein
60 kp (Bap60), Snf5-related 1 (Snr1) and absent, small or
homeotic disc 2 (ash2) (Francis and Kingston, 2001)]. This
suggests that the maintenance of glial cell differentiation at
later embryonic stages involves chromatin remodeling as well
as the regulation of global transcriptional processes.
In addition to the above mentioned genes for transcription
factors involved in chromatin remodeling, several genes
encoding other proteins that bind to DNA/chromatin are
influenced by gcm misexpression. These genes and a
quantification of their expression level changes are shown in
Fig. 4. In stage 11 embryos, seven genes encoding chromatinbinding proteins are differentially regulated (three are
upregulated, four are downregulated), and at stage 15/16
embryos, 26 genes encoding chromatin-binding proteins are
differentially regulated (17 are upregulated, nine are
downregulated). Prominent among the upregulated genes
thought to be involved in chromatin condensation and
segregation are gluon (glu) (Steffensen et al., 2001) and the two
DNA replication factor genes Mini chromosome maintenance
6 and Mini chromosome maintenance 7 (Mcm6 and Mcm7)
(Ohno et al., 1998). Among the genes with downregulated
expression are the three Sox-related genes sox-like (sox-like),
Sox box protein 14 (Sox 14) and Dichaete (D), which encode
DNA-bending proteins. D is known to be expressed in neural
precursor cells and in midline glial cells (Soriano and Russell,
1998; Sanchez-Soriano and Russell, 2000).
Only four genes encoding DNA-binding proteins, including
two that encode transcription factors, are differentially
expressed in both early and late stage sca-gcm embryos. This
represents only 4% of the genes for DNA-binding proteins that
are differentially expressed in these embryos. This finding,
which in qualitative terms holds for all other functional classes
of differentially expressed genes, indicates that the molecular
genetic mechanisms of early glial fate determination are
largely different from those involved in the later maintenance
of differentiated glial cells.
Differential expression of genes encoding kinases
and phosphatases
Cell-cell interactions between neuronal and glial cells are crucial
for key cellular processes such as metabolic exchange, extrinsic
signaling and electrical insulation. The switch from neuronal to
glial fate caused by gcm misexpression is, therefore, likely to
affect genes that encode proteins involved in cell-cell signaling.
Transcript imaging analysis of gcm misexpression indicates that
gcm does indeed control numerous genes that encode kinases
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and phosphatases involved in signaling pathways. A list of these
genes, as well as a quantitative representation of their changes
in expression levels, is shown in Fig. 3. Once again, a marked
increase in the number of affected transcripts was observed at
stage 15/16 as compared with stage 11.
In stage 11 embryos, 13 genes encoding kinases or
phosphatases are differentially regulated by gcm misexpression
(eight are upregulated, five are downregulated). Among the
genes with increases in transcript abundance is heartless (htl),
which encodes a fibroblast growth factor (FGF) receptor
expressed in lateral glial cells (Shishido et al., 1997).
Conversely the Epidermal growth factor receptor (Egfr) shows
a decrease in transcript abundance; the Egfr pathway is
implicated in midline glial cell development (Scholz et al.,
1997). Decreased expression is also observed for shaggy (sgg),
which encodes a protein kinase, and for skittles (sktl), which
encodes a putative phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase.
Cells in sgg mutant embryos cannot adopt early epidermal fates
and instead develop characteristics of CNS cells (Bourouis et
al., 1989). Mutations in sktl cause abnormal development in
the PNS (Prokopenko et al., 2000).
In stage 15/16 embryos, 59 genes encoding kinases or
phosphatases are differentially regulated by gcm misexpression
(29 are upregulated, 30 are downregulated). Several genes
involved in cell proliferation and mitotic division are
upregulated. These included polo (polo), discs overgrown
(dco), smallminded (smid) and Nek2 (Nek2) (Llamazares et al.,
1991; Schultz et al., 1994; Long et al., 1998; Zilian et al.,
1999). By contrast, genes involved in aspects of neuronal
development, such as axogenesis and synaptogenesis are
downregulated. Among these are derailed (drl), Neuronspecific kinase (Nrk) and Cdk5 activator-like protein
(Cdk5alpha). The drl gene is involved in axonal guidance
including routing across the midline (Bonkowsky et al., 1999).
Nrk is specifically expressed in the embryonic CNS (Oishi et
al., 1997). Cdk5alpha controls multiple aspects of axon
patterning (Connell-Crowley et al., 2000). The only gene in
this class that is known to be involved in glial differentiation
is htl, which is upregulated at stage 11 and remains upregulated
in stage 15/16 embryos, albeit at a lower level.
Differential expression of genes involved in cell
cycle regulation
As mentioned above, several chromatin-binding protein and
kinase/phosphatase-encoding genes involved in cellular
proliferation and in mitotic division are upregulated by gcm
misexpression. This suggests that other genes involved in
proliferation and division may also be affected by gcm
misexpression. Transcript profiling of gcm misexpression
indicates that gcm does indeed influence genes that encode cell
cycle regulators. These genes and a quantitative representation
of their changes in expression levels are shown in Fig. 4B.
Ten genes encoding cell cycle regulators are differentially
regulated by gcm misexpression (seven are upregulated, three
are downregulated) in stage 15/16 embryos. For example,
increases in transcript abundance are found for Cyclin B
(CycB), Cyclin A (CycA) and Cyclin D (CycD). These genes
encode regulators of cyclin-dependent kinases that act in
different phases during mitotic cell cycles (Follette and
O’Farrell, 1997). By contrast, and rather unexpectedly, a
marked decrease in transcript abundance is found for Cyclin E

(CycE). CycE is essential for S-phase progression and its
downregulation leads to the arrest of cell proliferation
(Knoblich et al., 1994). Remarkably, in the earlier embryonic
stage 11, none of the genes in the class of cell cycle regulators
is influenced by gcm misexpression.
Differential expression of genes encoding cell
adhesion molecules
Several cases for gcm-dependent regulation of genes encoding
cell adhesion molecules were observed. These genes, as well
as a quantitative representation of their expression level
changes is shown in Fig. 4C. At stage 11, four genes encoding
cell adhesion molecules are differentially regulated by gcm
misexpression (two are upregulated, two are downregulated).
At stage 15/16, 19 genes encoding cell adhesion molecules are
differentially regulated by gcm misexpression (four are
upregulated, 15 are downregulated).
A striking example for a gene with a marked increased
transcript level (13.6 fold) in stage 15/16 embryos is wrapper,
which encodes a cell adhesion molecule that is expressed in
midline glial cells and in late stages also in lateral glial cells
(Noordermeer et al., 1998). Genes with decreased transcript
levels in stage 15/16 embryos that are mainly expressed in
neurons are Tenascin major (Ten-m), Cadherin-N (CadN) and
neuromusculin (nrm). All three act during axogenesis and
synaptogenesis (Kania et al., 1993; Baumgartner et al., 1994;
Levine et al., 1994; Iwai et al., 1997). The fact that most of the
affected genes in the cell adhesion class show gcm-dependent
decreased transcript levels could reflect the large diversity of
cell adhesion molecules expressed by neurons.

gcm misexpression may influence genes that act in
the hemocyte lineage
In addition to its key role in gliogenesis, gcm also functions in
a mesodermal lineage that gives rise to hematopoietic cells
(Bernardoni et al., 1997; Lebestky et al., 2000). When
ectopically expressed in the early mesoderm, gcm can induce
expression of Peroxidasin (Pxn), which is a marker for
macrophage cells. Misexpression of gcm in cells of the neural
lineage also gives rise to a few cells that express hemocyte
markers, although most cells differentiate into glia (Bernardoni
et al., 1997). In accordance with these findings, transcript
profiling of gcm misexpression embryos indicates that several
genes encoding marker proteins for cells of the hemocyte
lineage are differentially regulated.
In stage 15/16 embryos, differential expression levels are
detected for Pxn, serpent (srp) and the Scavenger receptor
class C (type I) gene (Pearson et al., 1995), all of which are
expressed in hemocytes. Scavenger receptors play a crucial
role in the phagocytosis of apoptotic cells and might also be
able to mediate the direct recognition of microbial pathogens
(Platt et al., 1998). It is noteworthy that the genes encoding
Lysozyme B, Lysozyme C, Lysozyme D and Lysozyme E are
all upregulated by gcm misexpression in stage 11 embryos.
These four closely related lysozyme genes, clustered at locus
61F on the third chromosome, function as part of a system of
inducible antibacterial immunity (Daffre et al., 1994). These
findings support the notion that the glial cell lineage and the
hemocyte lineage, which give rise to cells involved in defense
and immunity, may be molecularly related (Bernardoni et al.,
1997).
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Fig. 4. Changes in transcript levels for the genes encoding DNA/chromatin-binding proteins (A), cell cycle regulators (B) or cell adhesion
molecules (C) after gcm misexpression. Data are presented as in Fig. 2.
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Analysis of spatial expression of candidate
gcm downstream genes by in situ hybridization
and immunocytochemistry
To complement the quantitative transcript profiling
analysis with tissue-specific spatial expression data, in
situ hybridization and immunostaining was carried
out on a subset of the genes that are differentially
regulated by gcm misexpression (Fig. 5). In all
cases, the qualitative changes in tissue-specific gene
expression revealed by in situ hybridization and
immunocytochemistry reflect and confirm the changes in
gene expression determined by transcript profiling.
Expression of the transcripts for htl, scrt, bangles
and beads (bnb) and elav was examined by in situ
hybridization. In stage 11 wild-type embryos, the htl
gene is expressed in a distinct set of neural precursors in
the CNS (Fig. 5A). Outside of the CNS, htl is also
expressed in elements of the mesodermal lineage
(Shishido et al., 1997). After targeted misexpression of
gcm in cells of the neuroectoderm in stage 11 sca-gcm
embryos, the expression of htl is expanded in the CNS
Fig. 5. Spatial expression of selected candidate gcm
downstream genes by in situ hybridization and
immunocytochemistry. Whole-mount in situ hybridization
(A-J,Q,R) and immunostaining (K-T) show expression of
differentially regulated genes in wild-type, sca-gcm and gcm
mutant embryos. Ventral views of stage 11 (A-D) and stage
15/16 (E,F,I,J,K-P) embryos, and lateral views of stage 15/16
embryos (G,H,Q-T), anterior is towards the left. Fold changes
and P values are indicated on the right. (A,B) Expression of
htl in stage 11 wild-type embryos is visible in a distinct set of
neural precursors; in sca-gcm embryos, htl is expressed
throughout the neurogenic region. (C,D) In stage 11 embryos,
the scrt gene is expressed in neural precursors; in stage 11
sca-gcm embryos, the expression of scrt is diminished in most
of the neural precursors, but is still apparent in a subset of
these cells. (E-H) In stage 15/16 wild-type embryos, bnb gene
is expressed in lateral glial cells; in stage 15/16 sca-gcm
embryos, the expression of bnb increases markedly and
appears virtually in all of the cells of the nervous system.
(I,J) In stage 15/16 wild-type embryos, the elav gene is
expressed in all neurons; in stage 15/16 in sca-gcm embryos,
expression of elav is strongly reduced in most of the neurons.
(K,L) In stage 15/16 wild-type embryos, the EY protein is
expressed in a segmentally reiterated subset of neurons in the
CNS; in stage 15/16 sca-gcm embryos, the number of EYexpressing cells in the CNS is dramatically reduced. (M,N) In
stage 15/16 wild-type embryos, the TEN-M protein is
expressed on the axons that make up the longitudinal and
commissural tracts of the CNS; this axonal expression of
TEN-M is virtually abolished in stage 15/16 sca-gcm
embryos. (O,P) In stage 15/16 wild-type embryos, the
WRAPPER protein is expressed in midline glial cells, in some
lateral glial cells and in glial cells supporting the chordotonal
sensory organs; this expression has spread to the complete
CNS region in stage 15/16 sca-gcm embryos. (Q,R) In late
stage embryos REPO (brown) is expressed in all and bnb
(blue) is expressed in a subset of lateral glial cells; in gcm
mutants REPO expression is reduced to a few cells, and bnb
expression is completely absent in the CNS. (S,T) In late stage
embryos, WRAPPER is expressed in midline glial cells, in
some lateral glial cells and in glial cells supporting chordotonal sensory organs (arrowheads); in gcm mutant embryos WRAPPER expression in
lateral glia (CNS) and in chordotonal sensory organs (PNS) is absent, whereas expression in midline glial cells remains.
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region to include virtually all neural precursors (Fig. 5B). No
changes in the expression of htl are seen outside of the CNS
in these embryos. In stage 11 embryos, the pan-neural scrt gene
is expressed in most or all neural precursors (Fig. 5C) (Roark
et al., 1995). After targeted misexpression of gcm in cells of
the neuroectoderm in stage 11 sca-gcm embryos, the
expression of scrt is diminished in most of the neural
precursors, but is still apparent in a subset of these cells (Fig.
5D).
In stage 15/16 wild-type embryos, the bnb gene is expressed
in lateral glial cells (Ng et al., 1989) (Fig. 5E,G). With the
exception of a small group of cells near the anterior and
posterior ends of the embryo, no other bnb expression is seen
outside of the nervous system at this stage. In stage 15/16 scagcm embryos, the expression of bnb increases markedly and
appears in virtually all of the cells of the nervous system (Fig.
5F,H). Expression of bnb outside of the nervous system does
not appear to be influenced in these sca-gcm embryos. In stage
15/16 wild-type embryos, the elav gene is expressed in all
neurons (Fig. 5I). In stage 15/16 in sca-gcm embryos,
expression of elav is strongly reduced, but is still visible in
some neurons of the brain as well as in some of the neurons
that occupy the ventral-most cell layer in the ventral nerve cord
(Fig. 5J).
Given that transcript abundance is not always reflected on
the protein level (Keene, 2001), expression of three further
candidate gcm downstream genes, ey, Ten-m and wrapper was
investigated at the protein level by immunostaining in wildtype and sca-gcm embryos. In stage 15/16 wild-type embryos,
the EY protein is expressed in a segmentally reiterated subset
of neurons in the CNS (Fig. 5K). In stage 15/16 sca-gcm
embryos the number of cells in the CNS that express the EY
protein is dramatically reduced (Fig. 5L). In stage 15/16 wildtype embryos, the TEN-M protein is expressed on the axons
that make up the longitudinal and commissural tracts of the
CNS (Fig. 5M). This well defined axonal expression pattern of
TEN-M protein is virtually abolished in stage 15/16 sca-gcm
embryos (Fig. 5N). The TEN-M protein is also expressed
outside the nervous system (Baumgartner et al., 1994), but
there is no obvious change in this non-neuronal expression of
TEN-M in sca-gcm when compared with wild-type embryos.
In stage 15/16 wild-type embryos, the WRAPPER protein is
expressed in the midline and in some of the lateral glial cells,
as well as in glial cells that support the chordotonal sensory
organs in the PNS (Fig. 5O) (Noordermeer et al., 1998). In
stage 15/16 sca-gcm embryos, a substantial increase of
WRAPPER expression is seen in the CNS (Fig. 5P).
To control for possible effects of transgene insertion or of
differences in genetic background, we repeated the tissuespecific spatial expression analysis for all of the above
mentioned genes on embryos that contain either only the scaGAL4 construct or only the UAS-gcm constructs. In all cases,
in situ hybridization and immunostaining results on these
embryos were indistinguishable from results obtained on wildtype embryos (data not shown).
To determine if genes that are influenced by gcm gain-offunction might be influenced in an inverse way in gcm loss-offunction mutants, we studied tissue-specific spatial expression
data of the candidate gcm downstream genes repo, bnb,
wrapper, elav, ey and Ten-m in gcm null mutants using in situ
hybridization and immunostaining. Expression of the genes

repo, bnb and wrapper is upregulated in gcm gain-of-function
embryos. In stage 15/16 gcm null mutant embryos, the
expression of the repo gene in lateral glial cells, which is seen
in the wild-type CNS, is strongly reduced (Fig. 5Q,R) (Hosoya
et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995; Vincent et al., 1996).
Comparable findings are obtained for bnb; the expression of
the bnb gene in lateral glial cells, which is seen in the wildtype CNS, disappears (Fig. 5Q,R). These findings contrast with
stage 15/16 sca-gcm embryos, where the expression of repo
and bnb appears in virtually all of the cells of the CNS. In stage
15/16 gcm null mutant embryos, the expression of wrapper in
the lateral glial cells and in PNS glial cells (but not the midline
glial cell expression), which is observed in wild-type embryos,
disappears (Fig. 5S,T). This contrasts with stage 15/16 sca-gcm
embryos, where the expression of wrapper becomes more
widespread in the CNS. Expression of the genes elav, ey and
Ten-m is downregulated in gcm gain-of-function embryos.
Expression of elav in gcm null mutants is seen in additional
neuronal cells when compared with the wild-type (data not
shown) (Hosoya et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995; Vincent et al.,
1996). By contrast, the number of CNS cells that express either
ey or Ten-m is not altered in gcm null mutants when compared
with the wild type (data not shown). This is not unexpected
because ey and Ten-m are not pan-neuronally expressed in the
same way as elav, but are expressed only in a subset of
neuronal cells in the wild-type CNS (Baumgartner et al., 1994;
Kammermeier et al., 2001).
DISCUSSION
Candidate gene identification through genome-wide
transcript imaging
By analyzing gene expression profiles following gcm
misexpression in the embryonic CNS, genome-wide transcript
images were obtained for two phases of glial development. The
first transcript image reflects an embryonic CNS in which
precursor cells that normally give rise to neurons have been
genetically reprogrammed to give rise to glial cells. It was
obtained at an early embryonic stage when the first glialspecific genes, such as the repo gene (which is a direct target
of gcm), start to become expressed. This transcript image is
therefore likely to identify genes that act in CNS precursors
and are involved in the determination of glial versus neuronal
cell lineage. Approximately 400 genes were found to be
differentially expressed at this developmental stage,
corresponding to 3% of the annotated genes in the fly genome.
We posit that the genes that are differentially regulated at this
early stage are either direct gcm target genes, such as repo, or
among the initial set of genes downstream of gcm.
The second transcript image, obtained at a later embryonic
stage when glial and neuronal cells are normally differentiated,
reflects an embryonic CNS in which 80-90% of the normal
number of neuronal cells have been genetically replaced by
glial cells because of gcm action (Hosoya et al., 1995). This
transcript image is therefore likely to identify genes that are
involved in the maintenance of differentiated glial versus
neuronal cells. Approximately 1300 genes were differentially
expressed at this stage, corresponding to 9% of the annotated
genes in the fly genome. We postulate that most of these
differentially expressed genes are no longer direct or initial
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downstream targets of gcm, but are rather indirect downstream
genes that act further along in the genetic cascade of gcm
action.
The difference in total number of differentially expressed
genes at the early stage versus the late stage is striking and, in
qualitative terms, also holds for each of the major functional
gene classes. Moreover, the overlap between the genes that are
expressed at the two stages is restricted; only 93 (7%) of the
1259 genes that are differentially expressed at the late stage, are
also differentially expressed at the early embryonic stage (Fig.
6). This suggests that the gene regulatory elements that control
determination of glial cell fate are largely different from those
required for maintenance of glial cell differentiation.
The expression profiles presented here derive from gain-offunction experiments in which the gcm gene is misexpressed
in the embryonic CNS. A comparison of these findings with
expression profiles derived from loss-of-function experiments
involving gcm null mutants will be an important step in the
further analysis of gcm downstream genes. However, in gcm
null mutants only about 60 presumptive glial cells per segment
are transformed into neurons; the 700 neurons of each segment
are not affected. With the current sensitivity of oligonucleotide
microarrays, it is unlikely that significant measurements of
gene expression changes in such a small number of cells can
be obtained using whole-mount embryos. Thus, these
complementary gcm loss-of-function experiments must await
the development of single-cell isolation techniques for the
embryonic nervous system of Drosophila.
Candidate genes implicated in the determination of
glial versus neuronal cell lineage
Although gcm expression is necessary and sufficient to induce
glial cell fate in and outside of the nervous system, it normally
acts in glial precursors in the wild type (Hosoya et al., 1995;
Jones et al., 1995; Vincent et al., 1996; Akiyama-Oda et al.,
1998; Bernardoni et al., 1998). A current model of this action
is that gcm controls the determination of glial cell fate in glial
precursors by activating both genes that promote glial
differentiation and genes that repress neuronal differentiation
(Giesen et al., 1997). Application of this model to our
experimental paradigm leads to the prediction that expression
of glial precursor-specific genes should be upregulated and
expression of neuron precursor-specific genes should be
downregulated in stage 11 sca-gcm embryos. Our genomewide expression data verifies this prediction.
We find upregulation of genes that are known to be
expressed in glial precursor cells. Prominent among these is
repo, which contains 11 GCM consensus-binding sites in its
upstream regulatory region and is the first identified direct
target of gcm (Akiyama et al., 1996). Another upregulated gene
that is first expressed in the CNS in glial precursors is htl,
which encodes a FGF receptor (Shishido et al., 1997).
Downregulation is found for several genes that are known to
be expressed in neuronal precursors. Prominent among these
is the pan-neuronal gene scratch (scrt), which promotes
neurogenesis and can induce additional neurons when
ectopically expressed (Roark et al., 1995). Interestingly, we
also observe downregulation for several genes that are involved
in midline glial cell development, such as Egfr, vvl, en and D
(Condron et al., 1994; Anderson et al., 1995; Scholz et al.,
1997; Soriano and Russell, 1998). This suggests that midline

glial development may be suppressed in sca-gcm embryos and
might also explain the otherwise unexpected downregulation
of tramtrack (ttk) and pointed (pnt), as these genes are not only
expressed in lateral glial cells but also in midline glial cells
(Granderath and Klämbt, 1999).
In addition to genes that are known to be involved in the
gliogenesis/neurogenesis decision, we find a large number of
genes that have not previously been implicated in this aspect
of CNS development. Indeed, for the majority of the known
differentially regulated genes identified here, this report
represents the first indication for an involvement in gliogenesis
and/or neurogenesis. This is also the case for the annotated
genes of unknown function, which have not been studied in any
in vivo context and make up the majority of the differentially
expressed genes identified.
The effects of targeted misexpression of gcm in stage 11
sca-gcm embryos appear to be restricted to cells of the
neuroectoderm. Moreover, these effects manifest themselves
primarily in altered gene expression in cells of the
neuroectoderm. No morphological changes are seen in stage
11 sca-gcm embryos when compared with wild type, and
nonspecific side effects of gcm misexpression, such as growth
abnormalities, defective morphogenesis or increased
apoptosis, are not observed in these embryos. We therefore
assume that the observed differential gene expression
specifically reflects activation or repression of gcm
downstream genes. It is, nevertheless, unlikely that our study
uncovers all the genes that act downstream of gcm to induce
glial cell fate. This is because our early transcript image is
restricted to a specific time point in early gliogenesis
development, and gcm may influence other targets at other
stages. Moreover, the genetic overexpression of gcm may
create an artificial situation in vivo, in which not all of the
candidate downstream genes show changes in magnitude and
direction of expression that correspond to their responses to
gcm action under normal conditions. For example, whereas
gcm expression in a mesodermal lineage induces genes
involved in hemocyte cell development, overexpression of
gcm in neuroectodermal cells causes a downregulation of the
hemocyte marker genes Pxn and srp. (Downregulation of Pxn
may, however, also be due to the fact that this gene is also
expressed in the nervous system.) Finally, it is conceivable
that some of the gene expression changes seen in sca-gcm
embryos when compared with wild type are due to insertional
effects of the transgenes or to differences in genetic
background. Although we find no evidence for such effects
among the 10 gcm candidate genes that we characterized by
in situ and immunocytochemical experiments, we cannot rule
out such effects for all of the candidate genes identified in
this report. Consequently, a full appreciation and verification
of all of these candidate gcm downstream genes and a
comprehensive understanding of their roles in determination
of glial versus neuronal cell lineage will require a careful
gene-by-gene analysis in mutant embryos. This also applies
to the genes that are differentially expressed in stage 15/16
embryos.
Candidate genes implicated in the maintenance of
differentiated glial versus neuronal cells
In stage 15/16 sca-gcm embryos most of the neurons in the
embryonic nervous system are genetically replaced by glial
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Fig. 6. Changes in transcript levels of the genes with differential expression in both early and late embryonic stages after gcm misexpression.
Ninety-three genes show significant changes in expression levels in response to gcm misexpression at stage 11 (yellow), as well as at stage
15/16 (red). Bars represent the fold changes in gene expression levels between wild-type embryos and sca-gcm embryos. Positive values
indicate that the relative expression level of a gene is increased (upregulation) and negative values indicate a decrease (downregulation).
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cells, and differential gene expression in these embryos when
compared with wild-type embryos reflects this fact. Although
the transcript image obtained at this stage will, therefore,
identify genes that are involved in the maintenance of
differentiated glial versus neuronal cells, nonspecific side
effects of gcm misexpression on differential gene expression
cannot be ruled out. This is because the marked loss of neurons
in stage 15/16 sca-gcm embryos results in morphological
changes such as defective condensation of the CNS or
reduction of peripheral innervation, and these morphological
alterations might be accompanied by changes in gene
expression.
Nevertheless, given that the strongest phenotype of stage
15/16 sca-gcm embryos is the gain of glial cells at the
expense of neurons, we postulate that most of the observed
differential gene expression at this stage is directly related to
the replacement of differentiated neurons by differentiated
glial cells. This is supported by the fact that several genes that
are known to be expressed in differentiated neurons, such as
elav, lark, Ten-m and CadN, are downregulated whereas
genes that are expressed in differentiated glial cells such as
htl, wrapper and bnb are upregulated in stage 15/16 sca-gcm
embryos. In several cases, however, genes encoding markers
for lateral or peripheral glia were not judged to be
upregulated by our data analysis. For example, for the genes
repo, locomotion defects (loco) and gliotactin (gli), the
normalized expression levels, the fold change levels or the
statistical significance levels were below our threshold filter
values, so that these genes were not considered to be
upregulated in our microarray experiments.
Cell fate determination is often controlled at the
transcriptional level by key regulatory factors that are
expressed transiently, whereas the gene expression patterns
that they establish persist. Maintenance of the
transcriptional state in differentiated cells is then achieved
by control elements involved in chromatin remodeling and
modification (Francis and Kingston, 2001). Accordingly, in
our analysis of stage 15/16 sca-gcm versus wild-type
embryos, we identified several differentially expressed
genes that are involved in chromatin remodeling, such as
Bap60, dalao, Snr1 and ash2. In specific glial lineages, the
onset of differentiation is thought to require cell cycle
progression (Akiyama-Oda et al., 2000). In our analysis,
differential expression of genes encoding cell cycle
regulators or proteins involved in chromatin condensation
and segregation during mitosis was also observed.
Examples of this are cyclin-encoding genes such as CycB,
CycA, CycD and CycE, which are differentially expressed
in stage 15/16 embryos. The differential expression of these
genes after gcm misexpression provides further support for
the general notion that cell cycle regulators are key
elements in cellular differentiation processes (Ohnuma et
al., 2001).
In summary, this study combines in vivo transgenic
analysis with genome-wide expression analysis based on
oligonucleotide arrays to identify genes that are downstream
of gcm, a key transcriptional control element in gliogenesis.
The results of this study should be helpful in obtaining a
comprehensive view of the molecular mechanisms of cell fate
specification and cell type maintenance in the developing
nervous system.
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